Introducing the Praxis® Learning Paths™ program, a new way to equip prospective teachers with the content knowledge and skills they need to succeed in their teaching practice.

This self-paced, online and adaptive program enables:

- **educator preparation programs** to supplement their curriculum with individualized, asynchronous learning
- **alternative route programs** to help aspiring teachers build skills and learn the content assessed by Praxis tests
- **school districts** to encourage provisional hires, paraprofessionals and prospective teachers for test day and beyond

**Available Courses**

The following courses are available to help candidates prepare for the Praxis Elementary Education: Multiple Subjects tests (5001), the Elementary Education: Three Subject Bundle tests (5901) and the Elementary Education: Content Knowledge test (5018).

**Each course includes:**

- a diagnostic to help identify strengths and areas for focus
- interactive lessons with hundreds of authentic practice questions, immediate feedback, step-by-step explanations, glossary definitions, flashcards and videos
- skill checks, unit tests and two full-length practice tests
- a dynamic dashboard and personalized learning maps
- a one-on-one coaching option for targeted instruction (for Elementary Mathematics course only)

**20% Bulk Discount for Institutions**

To purchase the Praxis Learning Paths program on behalf of your teacher candidates:

Download the Order Form

The Praxis Learning Paths program was created by ETS in conjunction with University Instructors®, a leader in student and educator learning and training. For more information, visit [www.ets.org/praxis/site/epp/supporting-candidates/learning-paths.html](http://www.ets.org/praxis/site/epp/supporting-candidates/learning-paths.html) or contact support@praxislearningpaths.zendesk.com.